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Meet Our Highlighted Annual Sponsor
Gordon Brothers - Since 1903, Gordon Brothers has
helped lenders, operating companies, advisors, and
investors move forward through change. We bring a
powerful combination of expertise, operational
experience, and capital to each opportunity.
With services in valuations, dispositions, operations, and investments we can customize
solutions on an integrated or standalone basis. We provide rapid solutions and reliable
outcomes for clients at all points in the business lifecycle.
Whether to fuel growth or facilitate strategic consolidation, we work across industries and
around the world to put assets to their highest and best use.

The above is an excerpt from our Sponsor's website. Learn more about Gordon Brothers, a
TMA NYC Platinum Sponsor.

New Members

Kirsten
DiCecca
Hilco Global

Jordan Parker
Hilco Global

TMA NYC Virtual Upcoming Events
TMA NYC & TMA Chicago/Midwest
Joint Event | Diversity & Inclusion
Matters
Thursday, February 11, 2021

TMA Global Distressed & Investing
Conference 2021
February 23-25, 2021

REGISTER NOW
REGISTER NOW

Upcoming Event
Save the Date
Tuesday, March 9, 2021

Upcoming Event
Save the Date
Tuesday, March 23, 2021

SAVE THE DATE

SAVE THE DATE

NOW Pizza Event Photos - 1/20/21

2021 TMA Distressed Investing Conference
February 23-25, 2021 | Online
At #TMADIC you'll be the first to explore innovative ideas no
one is talking about yet, and experience three packed days of
networking, professional development, and dealmaking, all
from the comfort of your home or office. With so many
industries in distress these days, you can’t afford to sit this
one out. Schedule meetings and look up attendees with ease, making your interactions as
productive as possible. Register now!

#TMAFIT!

#TMAFIT!
#TMAFIT! Need some 2021 motivation? Join
the TMA Toronto chapter for a January fitness
challenge!
Ring in the new year with 31 days of fitness and a bit
of healthy competition! Sign up, download the app, get active and earn steps. At the end of
the month, prizes will be awarded to our most active TMA members. #TMAFIT is open to all
TMA members. The cost to register is $10+HST (members of TMA Toronto Sponsors can use
TMA Bucks) and you will need to download the Walker Tracker app to participate. A private
URL will be provided to all members who register. Learn more & register here.

Turnaround Time

David Prager of Duff & Phelps is joined by Howard Brod Brownstein of The Brownstein
Corporation, Tatiana Markel of BakerHostetler, and Ken Epstein of Omni Bridgeway to
discuss litigation funding, including its benefits; applicability in insolvency situations;
common features and structures, considerations, and an illustrative case study.

LISTEN NOW

Did you know that TMA NYC is
now offering CPE credits for all
of their programs? The New
York Institute of Credit is
supporting our programming
efforts by providing the
CPE! Get your CPE now!

Member Benefits
What's New: TMA Learning Link™
At TMA Learning Link™, you can find content and
information on topics important to our community in
the turnaround, restructuring, and corporate renewal industry. Access to these resources is
included with your TMA membership and is available 24/7. We're continuing to add new
content daily, so make sure you stop by often!

Click Here to Listen to CEO Speaks
On last week's edition of CEO Speaks, listen to the many events from sea to shining sea
and across the pond that keep us motivated, innovative, and inspired.

Read the News
Journal of Corporate Renewal
The 2020 Pandemic: A Corporate Life Cycle
Accelerant
The road paved by COVID-19 appears to be a long
and winding one for turnaround professionals. Unlike
other recessions, where life eventually returns to the
way things used to be, the pandemic recession will
lead to significant changes in individual and societal
behavior that remain long after it... Read More
Rising from the Ashes of the Pandemic
Since the enactment of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code in
1978, there have been myriad economic cycles that
have necessitated modifications in the way lending
and restructuring communities operate, but nothing
like the changes required by the onset of the coronavirus pandemic... Read More
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